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You’ve Got Company
With over 4 million competing listings on Airbnb, it can feel impossible to catch the attention
of potential guests, especially if your properties are in highly concentrated areas.
Got a rental in London? You’re up against over 63,000 other listings. Have a property in LA?
So do 19,500 others.
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Airbnb is chock-full of short-term accommodations. So how do you make sure travelers are
seeing yours?
The first step is understanding Airbnb’s algorithm - in other words, how the system decides
which listings to showcase to its users. Once you understand how the platform’s “brain”
works, you can utilize this knowledge to your advantage and tweak your listings’ profiles to
position them for maximum exposure.

Airbnb Ranking Rule:
Showcase the Right Homes to the Right Guests
Airbnb makes money when you make money, thus it makes sense that they
put so much effort into showing each guest the properties they would most
likely book. That’s why their search results prioritize guest preferences and
trip characteristics.
Some of the parameters you have no control over:
Where the guest is searching from
Past bookings profile
Previous listings they viewed
Which listings they’ve added to their Wish List
Dates: if your calendar is blocked your listing ranking will drop
Listing proximity to city center: the closer you are to popular attractions, the
higher your listing will rank

Plan of Action:
There are some steps you can take in order to make your listing relevant to more searches and
rank higher in search visibility.

Enable Instant Book: This is the best way to improve your rank. According to Airbnb,
guests prefer the option of booking as quickly as possible. Airbnb rewards listings that
allow instant bookings and ranks them higher than those that don’t. Furthermore, it’s a
search filter, which means some guests will only browse instant-book listings.
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Accept same day bookings: Last minute reservations may be more complicated to
accommodate, but enabling this option widens your net and helps you appeal to a larger
number of guests.
Enable long-term bookings: Though perhaps intuitive, make sure your maximum stay is
long enough for your place to appear in searches of those planning longer vacations.
*Guesty tip: Granting special prices for week and month-long stays helps attract longerterm travelers. Airbnb showcases the long-term discount in your listing to let travelers
know they can save by staying in your place for extended periods.
Allow quick turnovers: Can you accommodate back-to back reservations or do you need
a breather between reservations? Airbnb takes turnover time into account when deciding
how to rank your listing, so try to keep it as short as possible, allowing more guests to stay
at your place and more guests to see your listing!
Accept one-night stays: They might not be as profitable as longer reservations, but
accepting one-night getaways will boost visibility and drive bookings. Enabling long-term
bookings may open you up to more guests, but Airbnb actually favors shorter stays when
ranking listings.
Make it easier to book: Airbnb wants to give guests a simple booking experience, so the
more restrictions you have, the lower your listing will rank. Try to minimize your rules and
restrictions to attract more guests and get higher rankings.
Offer self check-in: Guests are looking for as much flexibility as possible and Airbnb
wants to give it to them. Allowing guests to come and go as they please goes a long way in
boosting your rentals in Airbnb’s search results.
Fill your place with great amenities: The most popular amenity filters are pools, kitchens
and jacuzzis, but many guests also filter their searches by easier-to-offer amenities, such as
WiFi, TV, air-conditioning and an open-door policy for pets. And even if they don’t, Airbnb
automatically gives higher search ranking to listings that offer basic amenities like irons and
hair dryers.
*Guesty tip: Adding a few extra amenities will make your listing eligible for the
“For Work” classification, which means your listings will appear whenever that filter
is applied by guests looking for accomodations for their business travels. To find out
more click here.

Airbnb Ranking Rule:
Predict Guest Reactions
Airbnb tries to anticipate how guests will respond to your listings and ranks them accordingly.
The two important factors here are:
Click through rate (CTR): CTR is a major factor that goes into your Airbnb
ranking score. The more potential guests that click on your listing, the more likely
someone will book.
Requests from a listing page: Getting those clicks isn’t enough, though. Views to
bookings conversion ratio plays a huge role in how Airbnb’s algorithm ranks your
listing.

Plan of Action:
Making your listings stand out will drive more unique clicks and booking requests. Here are
some small suggestions that can jazz up any listing:

A captivating feature photo: Make a great first impression by featuring an eye-catching,
bright, high-quality, horizontal image that showcases the very best of your rental.
Additional listing photos: Once you’ve drawn in potential guests with a stellar feature
photo, convert those into bookings with even more images on your listing page that give
viewers an idea of what they’re getting when they stay with you. A spotless flat, white linen
and a fully-stocked kitchen create that welcoming feel they won’t be able to resist.
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A unique title: Don’t waste title space on information browsers already know - like the
fact that your rental is in Boston. Give your listing an attractive title that includes alluring
specifics about the rental. Mention your properties’ biggest selling points, like nearby
attractions, an ocean-front balcony or private pool. Consider using AirDNA to research
the titles of the top performers in your neighborhood to make sure your listing name is
competitive.
A detailed description: Make your listing description clear and informative. Don’t neglect
to list all those little extras that make your listing unique, even tiny things like high ceilings
and natural lighting, especially since Airbnb’s algorithm actually rewards descriptions with
higher word counts.
*Guesty tip: Guests are looking for a comfortable experience, so be sure to keep your
tone friendly, inviting and professional. Click here to learn more about how you can
create the perfect listing description.
Calls to action: Littering your description with a couple of calls to action can make all the
difference. Motivate potential guests to book with you by adding an encouraging phrase
at the end of your listing description to help them take the next step, for example: “I would
love to host you in my apartment! Send me a message with any questions you may have.”
External promotion: Posting links to your Airbnb listings on your personal or professional
social media pages may not be a sure way to secure bookings, but it will likely get your
listings more views and boost your click-through-rate.

Airbnb Ranking Rule:
Prioritize Proven Listings
Airbnb will look at a number of factors to measure the success of each listing and will grant the
more successful properties more exposure in the platform’s search results.

Plan of Action:
There are a number of measures you can take to show Airbnb you’ve got a promising listing
and that they should flaunt you to as many browsers as possible.

Get reviews: A 5-star review tells potential guests you’ve got a great space and pushes
them to pick your listing over thousands of similar properties. Establish a friendly
relationship with guests and encourage them to leave a review after check-out. The
algorithm considers both your average rating and the number of reviews.
*Guesty Tip: Save time and use automated messages to remind guests to leave a review
after check-out. If you still don’t have enough reviews, adding the word NEW to your
listing title might help gain travelers’ trust and get them to book with you despite this.
Become a favorite: Getting added to guests’ Wish Lists gives your rental a nice bump in
visibility. Although you do not have much control over this tool, asking friends, family and
even previous guests to add you to their Wish Lists will give you a nice head start and help
your listing rank higher.
Update your calendar: Maintaining an up-to-date calendar is a must in running successful
listings. An updated calendar means fewer booking cancellations, fewer double bookings
and more requests for approval, which Airbnb takes into account when determining how
dependable you are as a host. More importantly, Airbnb likes active hosts, so even updating
your pricing on a regular basis is enough to make them take notice of your listing and give it
search ranking priority.
*Guesty Tip: Ensure your prices are competitive by using a real-time auto-pricing
tool that accounts for factors such as day of the week, season and local events.
Relying on a channel manager is also ideal to ensure all your calendars on all your
different channels are in sync.

Airbnb Ranking Rule:
Promote Dependable Hosts
In an effort to give guests positive experiences, Airbnb rewards great hosting manners and
grants reliable hosts increased visibility.

Plan of Action:
Proving yourself trustworthy can give your listings a major edge. Luckily, this is one factor
that’s completely within your control.

Accept more bookings: Airbnb tracks the number of booking requests you decline and
ranks you accordingly. The more reservations you close, the higher your ranking will be.
Keep your cancellations down: Don’t cancel a confirmed reservation unless you
absolutely have to. Airbnb will penalize you for a high cancellation rate by lowering your
ranking.
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Increase your booking window: Keeping your calendar blocked for consecutive months
will have a bad effect on the listing’s ranking. Guesty recommends to leave a booking
window of at least six months, if possible.
Maintain a quick response rate: Airbnb wants to offer guests the same conveniences they
have when booking with hotels. Few things are more frustrating to users than waiting days
for a response. This is why Airbnb pays attention to how quickly you reply and whether you
reply to all your inquiries. Even a response saying you have to decline the booking request
will be accounted for.
Become verified: Hosts can verify their accounts by providing links to online profiles (such
as LinkedIn or Facebook) as well as matching offline documentation that confirms their
personal details. Verifying your account helps build trust with potential guests and score
points with Airbnb.
Achieve Superhost status: While the badge itself doesn’t boost a listing, the things that
earn you Superhost status - such as zero cancellations and a 90% response rate - do. Not to
mention, guests tend to feel more comfortable booking a Superhost listing.
*Guesty tip: To keep it fair, Airbnb makes sure that new listings get a boost in that
platform’s search results. We recommend to publish your listings only when they’re
100% ready so you can make the most out of this grace period.

The More You’re Seen…
Yes, there are lots of listings on Airbnb and
you’ve got some fierce competition. But here’s
another little secret - the majority of hosts on
Airbnb are not doing all they can to maximize
their exposure.
Implementing the tips you’ve read here is simple
enough and can put you well ahead of the pack
when it comes to visibility. And as you know, the
more you’re seen - the more you’re booked.

About Guesty
Guesty provides property managers and management companies with an end-to-end solution
to simplify the complex operational needs of short term rentals. With Guesty, users can manage
listings from multiple online travel agencies such as Airbnb, Booking.com, Agoda, TripAdvisor and
more, as well as utilize the company’s guest-centric tools including: Unified Inbox, Automation
Tools, 24/7 Guest Communication Services, Payment Processing and more.

Feel like learning more about the ultimate end-to-end platform for short-term property
management? Request a free demo and we’ll show you the ropes.
Clients who use guesty report...
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